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Liquid bridges appear in a large variety of industrial processes such as the so-called 
floating-zone technique, used in recent years in crystal growth and in purification of 
high-melting-point materials. 
In this paper the dynamics of axisymmetric, slender, viscous liquid bridges having 
volume close to the cylindrical one, and subjected to a small gravitational field 
parallel to the axis of the liquid bridge, is considered within the context of 
one-dimensional theories. Although the dynamics of liquid bridges has been treated 
through a numerical analysis in the in viscid case, numerical methods become 
inappropriate to study configurations close to the static stability limit because the 
evolution time, and thence the computing time, increases excessively. To avoid this 
difficulty, the problem of the evolution of these liquid bridges has been attacked 
through a nonlinear analysis based on the singular perturbation method and. 
whenever possible, the results obtained are compared with the numerical ones. 
1. Introduction 
One-dimensional theories have not been used in fluid mechanics to the same extent 
that they have in solid mechanics. However, attempts have been made with reference 
to some specific problems, mainly those in connection with the dynamics of both 
viscous and inviscid capillary jets (a scope of the state of the art in this field can be 
found in Bogy 1979). Leaving aside the earlier work of Weber (1931). who generalized 
to viscous jets the results obtained by Raylcigh through a linear one-dimensional 
analysis, the one-dimensional inviscid slice model due to Lee (1974) must be pointed 
out. This model was derived under the assumption that, if the ratio of the per-
turbation wavelength to the undisturbed jet diameter is large enough, the axial 
velocity can be considered constant over each cross-section. More recently, an 
alternative one-dimensional model including viscosity effects was developed by Green 
(1976) by using the basic theory of a one-dimensional Cosserat continuum. Both the 
slice and the Cosserat models have been used in liquid-bridge problems (Meseguer 
1983: Meseguer. Sanz & Rivas 1983). although with the Cosserat model only a linear 
analysis has been performed. 
The problem under consideration in this paper is the determination of the processes 
involved in the evolution of a circular cross-section column of viscous liquid, held 
by surface-tension forces between two parallel, coaxial, equal-diameter solid disks, 
as shown in figure 1. In carrying out the analysis the following assumptions are 
introduced: it is assumed that the properties of both the liquid (density and viscosity) 
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and the interface (surface tension) are uniform and constant, and that the eflfects of 
the gas surrounding the liquid bridge are negligible. Furthermore, it is assumed that 
inertia effects, due to a non-uniform displacement of the liquid column as a whole, 
are absent (the movement in the liquid is only due to the capillary-pressure gradient 
generated by the deformation of the interface and the hydrostatic-pressure gradient). 
Finally, since only axisymmetric configurations are considered, the problem is 
assumed to be independent of the azimuthal coordinate. 
Under the above assumptions the liquid-bridge problem becomes suitable to be 
treated through one-dimensional theories, although a slight modification is needed 
aiming to introduce gravitational effects in the Cosserat model calculated by Green 
(1976). 
2. Problem formulation. One-dimensional Cosserat equations 
In the following all physical quantities are made dimensionless using the charac-
teristic length R (radius of the disks) and the characteristic time {pR3/a)l, where p 
and <r are the liquid density and surface tension respectively. Let F(z,t) and W{z,t) 
represent the liquid-bridge radius and the axial velocity at section z and time t; the 
complete set of one-dimensional Cosserat equations is: 
(a) continuity equation (F2)t + (F2W)Z = 0, (2.1) 
(6) axial momentum equation 
F2(H;+ WWZ) = -&z + (F2)lP+2C(F*Wz)z, (2.2) 
(c) radial momentum equation 
1^[(W;+ WWz)g-l\Yz] = -& + F*P+lC[(F*Wzz)z-8F*Wz). (2.3) 
Here & is an arbitrary function of z and t, which will be removed from the 
formulation. P accounts for both the capillary and hydrostatic pressure, and C is a 
non-dimensional parameter giving the ratio of viscous to capillary forces: 
C = v{p/<rR$, v being the kinematic viscosity of the liquid. 
The formulation must be completed with boundary conditions, the axial velocity 
must be zero at the disks and the interface anchored to the disk edges: 
W(±A,t) = 0, F(±AJ)=l, (2.4) 
A = L/2R being the slenderness of the liquid bridge. Finally, suitable initial con-
ditions must be fixed: 
W(z.O) = W0(z), F(z,0) = F0(z), (2.5) 
Equations (2.2) and (2.3) can be reduced to one single equation by elimination of 
& between (2.2) and (2.3). If we choose as working variables S = F2, which represents 
the cross-sectional area at z, t, and Q = F^W, which is proportional to the axial 
momentum of a slice, the above formulation becomes 
St + Qz = 0, (2.6) 
2S-^-\92-\{Q/SUz = - SPZ - hC[SHQ/S)zz)zz + SC[S(Q/S)Z]Z. (2.7) 
where 
® = [Qt + (Q2/S):]/S, (2.8) 
P = *{2S + S*-SS„) (4S + Sj)-l + Boz. (2.9) 
Bo = pgR2/(T being the static Bond number, where g is the acceleration due to the 
axial microgravity. If the underlined terms in (2.7) arc neglected, the momentum 
equation reduces to Q) = — Pz. which is the same as that obtained from the 
aforementioned slice model. 
Boundary conditions are 
Q(±AJ) = Q. S(±AJ)=1, (2.10) 
and initial conditions are 
Q(z.O) = Qn(z). S(z,0) = S0{z). (2.11) 
In addition, one more condition could be introduced, stating the overall mass 
conservation during the evolution, that is 
I. •A S0dz. (2.12) - . i 
3. Asymptotic expansions and self-similar solution 
The nature of the bifurcation appearing in cylindrical liquid bridges when A = n 
indicates that if the slenderness of the liquid bridge differs in a small quantity eA from 
the critical value.t the shape deformations to be expected are of order e* (Martinez 
1983). Thence, assuming that Q = o(fi"') and introducing a new time r = en-t and a 
new viscosity parameter r — e^iC, the following relations are obtained. From the 
continuity equation (2.1>) , „ 
+ The slenderness of the liquid hridyre can he expressed as A = rt(l+tA). where t s tands for the 
order of magnitude [t <$ 1) and A is a parameter of order unity jjivinj; the difference between the 
slenderness of the bridge and the static stability limit. 
On the other hand, if the interface shape is not an equilibrium one. an order-p 
capillary gradient arises, tending to start the movement, and then the momentum 
equation siives , 
therefore the following results are obtained: MX = 1. n2 = £. ?i3 = — \. 
In consequence the variables <S and Q can be expanded in the form 
S= l+ds1 + es2 + Eha-\-o(e2), (3.1) 
Q = eq2 + ek3 + o(e% (3.2) 
whereas the new time and the new viscosity parameter are defined as 
T = ek. c=e-*C\ (3.3) 
furthermore, a new spatial coordinate is introduced to normalize boundary 
conditions: 
1 +€A 
If the liquid bridge has a non-cylindrical volume the undisturbed interface shape 
will be 5 = 1 +es 0 instead of S ~ 1. and (3.1) should be replaced by 
S= l + e ^ 1 + e ( * 0 + 6-2) + e^3-fo(e2), (3.5) 
where 
«0 = r ( l + c o s x ) , (3.0) 
as can be easily shown through an hydrostatic analysis; v is related to the volume 
of the liquid bridge V through 
V = 2%A{1 +ev) = 2n°-[l+e(A + v)] + o{e2). (3.7) 
On the other hand, in the case of a small gravity field acting parallel to the axis 
of the liquid bridge, Vega & Perales (1983) calculated tha t the static stability limit 
depends on the Bond number as Bo*, and thence the following expansion can be used: 
Bo = e%. (3.8) 
Introducing (3.2)-(3.5) and (3.8) in (2.6)-(2.9) and conditions (2.10)-(2.12) and 
equating coefficients of equal power in e \<ields the following set of problems:! 
Six + slxxx = Q> (3-9) 
'la; ' °lxxx 
order e 
«I( + 71.T) = 0 , a1(x,T)da: = 0, (3.10) 
J—Tt 
sx(x, 0) = ^40sina:, (3.11) 
slT + qix = 0, (3.12) 
(si + s0)x + (s2 + s0)xxx-slx(s1 + slxx) = 0, (3.13) 
* 2 ( ± K , T ) = 0 , I a2(z,T)dx = 0, g2( + it,T) = 0, (3.14) 
J-n 
s2(x,0) = 0, q2{x,0) = 0, (3.15) 
t To write down the different problems the initial conditions were Q(z. 0) = 0 and 
5(2.0) = 1 +e*-40 sin a; + et'(l + cos a;), which are similar to those used in numerical studies. Note that 
the interface perturbation &A0 sin x does not change the initial volume of the liquid bridge. 
order d 
QiT~ MZTXX — 2iS2X~t'SaxXx)~2[Slx(S2 + So)x]x 
- h[$i (*a + * 0 ) ] x + h_St 8IX(S1 + Slxx) 
+ *iz[A + i(*fx-«!xx)] + c ( 3 « 2 x x - ^ 2 « „ ) - 6 , (3.16) 
S3(±K.T) = 0, I s3(x,T)dx = 0, (3.17) 
J-jt 
s3(x.0) = 0, (3.18) 
where s0 is given by expression (3.6). 
The solution of (3.9) with conditions (3.10) and (3.11) is 
5j = J1(r)sina:, (3.19) 
with ^(O) = A0, and the solution of the order-e problem after replacing s0 and Si by 
their expressions from (3.6) and (3.19) is 
?2 = .4lT(l + cos:r), (3.20) 
s2 = .42(T)sin:r, (3.21) 
with AlT{0) = 0, A«(0) = 0. 
The same procedure must be applied to the order-e^ problem. The integration of 
(3.16) leads to 
s3 = -[lAl„ + fcAlT-{A-*v)Al—&A31]xeo$x 
+ &A* sin 3x + 2(.4lTT + b)x + A3[T) sin x + .44(T) cos x; (3.22) 
the fulfilment of the conditions of anchorage to the disk edges yields AA — 0 and 
fM l f r + = M l r - ( A - | * M i - A ^ + 26 = 0. (3.23) 
This equation determines the evolution of the amplitude of the interface deformation, 
together with initial conditions -4^0) = -40 and Au{0) = 0. already stated. 
In the steady case this equation recovers the main features of the static analysis. 
For example, if the Bond number is zero the bifurcation hv — A = ^A\ is obtained, 
or. using non-expanded variables. 
Sm being the minimum section (or the maximum, within this approximation) of the 
liquid bridge. As (3.24) shows, when the liquid bridge has cylindrical volume a 
bifurcation appears at A = K. If the volume enclosed in the liquid bridge is greater 
than the cylindrical one this phenomenon occurs at slendernesses greater than n. and. 
in contrast, if the volume is less than that of the cylinder the bifurcation appears 
at A < K. 
If the Bond number is not equal to zero the bifurcation points appear when 
(^>)2 = [^(i'"-A)]3. as is well known from the cubic-equation solution, and the 
following stability limit results: 
A = nll-lilBo^ + frC^-l). (3.25) 
If I' = 271/1 the stability limit calculated by Vega & Perales (1983) is obtained. The 
volume plays the same role as in the preceding case. 
Let us introduce i»S = A — h\ where r$ is a positive parameter and m takes account 
of the sign (HI = ± 1). Since a self-similar solution exists the parameter S may be 
eliminated from (3.23). Redefining the remaining parameters and variables as 
J , = 4a(*<J)*. T = i0(2tf)-i. c = ly('2S)l b = 2Sft(tf)K (3.26) 
(3.23) becomes similar to the Duffing equation (Stoker 1966) 
xm, + yx0-vix-x3 + ft = 0. (3.27) 
which, if a dot is used to indicate time derivative (a = da/d(9). can be rewritten as 
da
 = mx + x
3
-yd-ft 
da d 
4. Phase-plane analysis 
We can obtain an easy understanding of the particularities of the liquid-bridge 
problem through a phase-plane analysis. It is convenient to do this separately for 
the cases ft = 0 and ft > 0. In the first case (3.28) reduces to 
da ma + a3 — yd 
— =
 : . (4.1) da a 
To simplify the explanation let us denote the parameters involved in the problem 
with labels indicating their main physical meaning, so that in the following we 
refer to a. 0. y and ft as deformation of the interface, time, viscosity and gravity 
respectively. The singular points of (4.1) always occur at a = 0. the values of a given 
by the roots of a3+/«a = 0. If m = 1 there is only one real root, a = 0, which 
corresponds to a saddle point: the configuration is unstable. 
If rn = — 1 three singular points exist at a = 0 and a = + 1 . The singular points 
a = + 1 are always saddle points (see figure 2), but the character of the singularity 
at the origin depends on the value of the viscosity of the liquid, although the 
behaviour is stable at a = 0 no matter the value of y. If y ^ 2 the origin is a 
stable node: the liquid bridge, when slightly disturbed, returns to the equilibrium 
configuration without any oscillation (this result has already been obtained by 
Meseguer (1983) through a linear analysis of the Cosserat model). When y < 2 the 
origin becomes a stable focus: if the initial perturbation is small enough the liquid 
bridge oscillates around the equilibrium shape with damping amplitude until the 
equilibrium is reached. The last case corresponds to an inviscid liquid bridge, y = 0, 
for which the origin is a centre, and pure oscillating evolutions around the equilibrium 
shape are obtained. 
If an axial microgravity is considered (ft > 0) the singular points are also placed 
at a = 0. and are given by the roots of a3 + ma—ft = 0. The number of real roots of 
this equation depends on the sign of D = (£m)3 + (1ft)2; m = 1 implies D > 0 and only 
one real root aa < 0. which corresponds to a saddle point (the configuration is 
unstable). When m = — 1 the sign of D is determined by the value of microgravity. 
If ft > 2/V27 the discriminant D is positive and the same thing happens as in the 
preceding case. When ft = 2/y/21 the limit of stability is reached; there are two real 
roots aj < 0. a2 > 0 (a2 being a double root), but the behaviour remains unaltered: 
the liquid column is unstable. Finally, if ft < 2/y/21 there are three real roots ax < 0. 
a3 > a2 > 0; from these the extreme singular points are saddle points, whereas the 
middle one behaves as in the ft = 0 case, and a node, a focus or a centre is obtained 
depending on the value of viscosity y. 
FIGURE 2. Phase plane of (3.28) in the case/? = 0. m = - 1. The different sketches show the influence 
of the self-similar parameter of viscosity y on the behaviour of the liquid bridge. Additional details 
of the phase plane in the vicinity of the origin are given in the inserts placed at the right-hand 
side. 
Additional insight on the liquid-bridge behaviour can be obtained by plotting the 
variation with the interface deformation of the energy of the liquid bridge in the 
steady case. This energy will be the potential energy 
Ep = KBO I (z + A) F-dz = ;c6fii(l +<?A)a P (jr + ir)Sd;r. (4.2) 
J-A J-n 
(4.3) 
FiorRK 3. Variation of the liquid-bridge energy E with expanded interface perturbation Ax and 
reduced slenderness A-Jr. Thick solid lines indicate the stable equilibrium configurations, whereas 
clashed lines indicate the unstable ones. The thin solid line shown in the b > 0 sketch corresponds 
to cylindrical configurations. 
plus the energy associated with the free surface 
Es = 2TI p F ( l + / f ) i d z = 2K(l+eA)^[S+\(l+eA)-2S2Jdx. 
Integration of (4.2) and (4.3). retaining terms up to order e2. yields 
E = Ep+Es 
= 4n*{l+e{A + hv)+\ehb 
-&%v2-Uv+(A-%v)A21+&Ai-4bA1]} + o{e$). 
Equilibrium shapes are reached when dE/dAi = 0, t ha t is, when 
( A - ^ ) ^ + ^ ? - 2 6 = 0. 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Obviously, this expression coincides with tha t obtained from (3.23) in the steady 
case. In figure 3 the variation with Ax and X-& of the liquid-bridge energy in the 
region close to the static stability limit is plotted in both cases b = 0 and 6 > 0. After 
these plots. liquid-bridge behaviour becomes similar to tha t of a marble which is 
constricted to move on the energy surface. If both the slenderness and the volume 
of the liquid bridge are kept constant the marble will be restricted to move along 
the lines A-iz? = constant, the viscosity playing the role of friction. 
m a 0 6 fti,<t>i Comments 
+ 1 og>0 d = (a-+l)-iFty1,$1) fi = sin-l[{a* + 2)/(2ai + 2)\l Breaking 
$4, = cos-1 (a0/a) a2 > a% 
- 1 a j > 2 <9 = ( a S - l ) - ^ ( ^ 2 . ^ ) ^ = sin-«[(as~2)/(2a2-2)]* 
ag = 2 ^ = iv /2cos- ,(2/a) 
1< ag < 2 5 = — [J^. jTt) v>3 = sin-»[(2-ag)/«Sl* 
ao 
- ^ 3 . &)] & = sin"1 (a0/a) 
0 < ag < 1 0 = \/2(2-aJ)-l[/,(jir4,|ir) ^4 = sin-1[ag/(2-as)]» Oscillation 
- FW» M l & = sin"1 (a/a„) a2 < as 
F stands for the elliptic integrals of the first kind (see (5.2)) 
TABLE 1 
5. Self-similar results 
Since there are two parameters involved in (3.27). viscosity 7 and axial microgravity 
/?, we will analyse separately the effects of each of them. Integration of (3.27) allows 
us to calculate the evolution time once the initial conditions are specified (for instance 
a(0) = x0,3ca{0) = 0, as stated above). 
In the case of an inviscid liquid bridge (y = 0) a first integration of (3.28) leads 
t o
 f- do 
Jao[(cc--al)(m + h(^ + ^))-2/i(oc-x0)r {i>A) 
which in turn may be expressed in terms of elliptic integrals of the first kind 
Breaking time will be reached when the amplitude of the deformation of the 
interface becomes infinite, or. in other words, when the perturbation increases, ceases 
to be of order e* and becoming of order unity. On the other hand, oscillation periods 
are four times the time spent by the liquid bridge to reduce the amplitude of the 
interface deformation from its initial value a = JC„ to a = 0. 
When no microgravity is considered (/i = 0) >^ and <f> can be easily related to a and 
a0. In table 1 the different expressions to be used in this case depending on the values 
of both in and a0 are shown. In figure 4 the self-similar variables, breaking time 0h 
and oscillation period #T . versus the initial deformation of the liquid bridge a„ are 
plotted. The evolution time increases as the initial perturbation approaches the 
unstable equilibrium shapes (a,, — + 1 if m = — 1 and a0 = 0 when m = 1) where the 
evolution time becomes infinite. 
When microgravity is not zero the relationships between ft, <j) and x. a0 are not 
as simple as indicated in table 1. and it is preferable to integrate (3.27) directly by 
using some numerical method. In our case this integration has been performed by 
means of a fourth-order variable-step Runge-Kutta method. The results obtained 
are plotted in figure o. which shows the influence on the breaking time of an axial 
microgravity. Breaking time decreases as (i increases, the influence of// being greater 
as the initial deformation is smaller. For a given value of a„ the slope of the 
corresponding curve decreases with fi: this phenomenon can be explained as owing 
to inertia effects, which become more and more important as the evolution time 
decreases. 
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FIGURE 4. Evolution of the liquid bridge in self-similar variables. Breaking time 8b and 
oscillation period 8T versus initial deformation a0 in the case of an inviscid liquid bridge 
under gravitationless conditions (y = 0,fi = 0). 
Concerning viscosity effects, the results obtained by numerical integration of (3.27) 
in the case ft = 0, y > 0 are plotted in figure 6. Also in this case the results are in 
complete agreement with those one could expect from experimental evidence: the 
viscosity increases the breaking time, the rate of increase being greater as a0 is 
smaller. 
6. The one-dimensional slice model 
To conclude this analytical study of the dynamics of liquid bridges it seems 
convenient to compare results obtained through this perturbation analysis with those 
obtained by numerical integration of the complete equations of the nonlinear 
one-dimensional slice model. As stated in §2, the slice model is generated by deleting 
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FIGURE 5. Evolution of the liquid bridge in self-similar variables. Breaking time #„ versus micro-
gravity /? in the case of inviscid liquid bridges (y = 0). Solid lines correspond to m = 1 and 
dashed lines to »i= —1. Numbers on the curves indicate the value of the initial defor-
mation a0. In this plot only negative values of a0 are considered (see also figure 31. 
the underlined terms in (2.7). From there on. developments are similar to those 
explained in §3, yielding the following equation: 
3,l1„-(,\-k),l l-tWi? + 26 = 0\ (6.1) 
which replaces (3.23). Stability limits are the same in both the Cosserat and slice 
models. Introducing self-similar variables like (3.26) in (6.1) leads to 
a , w - m a - a
3 + / ? = 0. (6.2) 
which is the same as (3.27) in the case y = 0: the only difference arises in (3.26). in 
which T = d{3/Sfi would be used instead of T = kd{28)~*. Thence, within the approx-
imation of this perturbation analysis, the evolution time r c obtained through the 
inviscid one-dimensional Cosserat model becomes 2 % greater than that obtained 
through the one-dimensional slice model. TS : 
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Available numerieal results refer to the evolution of cylindrical inviscid liquid 
bridges in gravitationless conditions (r = 0. y = 0. (1 = 0); in consequence, the 
analytical evolution time will be given by the expressions given in table I. 
The main discrepancy between the numerical and analytical results arises in the 
self-similarity. In effect, the numerical results do not reduce to one single curve when 
expressed in self-similar variables. To explain this disagreement we must take into 
account the fact that the validity of the analytical analysis is supported by the 
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FIGURE 6. Evolution of the liquid bridge in self-similar variables. Breaking time 8b versus viscosity 
y in the case of liquid bridges under gravitationless conditions (fi = 0). Solid lines correspond to 
m = 1 and dashed lines to m = — 1. Numbers on the curves indicate the value of the initial 
deformation a0. 
hypothesis that the perturbations are small enough, whereas numerical results have 
been obtained for values of the initial deformation of the interface 1 — Sm ranging 
between 0.19 and 0.64. 
Using physical variables, the variation with slenderness of both breaking time and 
oscillation period of liquid bridges whose initial deformation is 1— Sm = 0.19 are 
shown in figure 7. The relative difference observed between both analytical and 
numerical curves (greater in the case of breaking) suggests a revision of the definition 
of breaking time introduced in §5. Breaking time is reached when a becomes infinite; 
however, some care is needed when this process is considered, because, if the interface 
deformation ceases to be of order d and becomes larger, higher-order terms in the 
asymptotic expansion would not be negligible, contributing to a fast variation of the 
interface deformation and reducing the evolution time. 
If numerical results are extrapolated to lower values of 1 — Sm then the difference 
between the analytical and numerical results decreases as one approaches the static 
stability limit; for instance, in the case of oscillation this difference may be neglected 
if the slenderness of the liquid bridge is greater than 3.1, and this value of the 
slenderness could be a lower bound of the region in the neighbourhood of the limit 
of stability for which analytical results are applicable. 
In conclusion, this perturbation analysis seems to be a powerful tool in studying 
the behaviour of liquid-bridge configurations close to the stability limit, just in that 
FIGURE 7. Non-dimensional breaking time /„ and oscillation period T versus slenderneaa A in the 
case of inviscid liquid bridges under gravitationless conditions (C = 0. Bo = 0) with an initial 
deformation 1 — Sm = 0.19. Solid lines correspond to results obtained from the perturbation analysis 
whereas dashed lines correspond to numerical results (Meseguer 1983). In this plot one-quarter of 
the oscillation period (curves on the left-hand side) has been plotted instead of the whole period 
because of scale constraints. 
region where computing methods become inappropriate. However, two main 
constraints must be pointed out : first, the difficulty in extending the perturbation 
analysis to liquid bridges having volume greatly different to that of the cylindrical 
one, owing to the complexity associated with the capillary-pressure term. and. 
secondly, that within the actual approximation the analytical method does not 
provide information on the volume of the two drops into which the liquid column 
splits once breaking takes place. 
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